(a) (b) Supplementary Fig. 1 . A co-eluted spectrum identified in the ISB-18mix dataset. Fig. (a) shows the precursor ions of the query spectrum in the corresponding MS. There are obviously t wo clusters of isotope peaks annotated respectively by circles and squares. In Fig. (b) , the three spectra from top to bottom are: the library spectrum of pMatch's identification with peptide sequence of SYELPDGQVITIGNER, the query spectrum, and the library spectrum of SpectraST s identification with sequence of TITLEVEPSDT IENVK. These two sequences have their theoretical precursor mass fitting the m/z value of the two mono isotope peaks in Fig. (a) . Most of the significant peaks from the query spectrum are hit with peaks from either library spectrum. Supplementary Fig. 2 . An example of impact on peptide's fragmentation pattern by a sodium adduct. The three spectra from top to bottom are: the pMatch's optimized library spectrum, the query spectrum with a so dium adduct, and the consensus library spectrum. The peptide sequence of the query spectrum is IITHPNFNGNT LDNDIMLIK with a sodium adduct, while both library spectra are with the same sequence but sodium-free. The consensus library spectrum does not contain any significant peaks of y14++, y15++, y16++, and y17++, while the query spectrum has those four, in particular y16++ as the most intensive peak. The optimized spectrum is armored by full sequence information, all the unobserved peaks including those four mentioned ones budded at the corresponding m/z position, with a relatively low intensity θ. Supplementary Fig. 3 . Histogram of two ΔM detected from the 1% FDR results of pMatch in the ISB-18mix dataset for different search parameters. The budding strategy raised the numbers of the identified sodium (ΔM approximate 21.98 Da) and calcium (ΔM approximate 37.95 Da) adducted spectra, using a proper θ value. Supplementary Fig. 4 . An unknown ΔM detected in the ISB-18mix dataset. The only ΔM of -1.029 Da that is unable to explain in Table 1 is identified by both engines. Unimod (www.unimod.org) has recorded a kind of PTM named lysaminoadipicsealde. This PTM is an oxidation to aminoadipic semialdehyde and has the mass of -1.031 Da, which is matching the -1.029 Da considering the bias from the instrument, but only lysine is recorded as the possible happening sites. However, pMatch identified the ΔM happened on peptide N-term. Additionally, the peak annotations in MS/MS and the corresponding MS suggest it is unlikely to be caused by co-eluted spectra. Fig. 5 . Incorrectly judged precursor ion mass in the Gygi-Qstar dataset. There is a number of spectra identified with ΔM discrete from -20 Da to -3 Da. Here is an example of the tandem mass spectra. As shown, the query spectrum in Fig. (b) has its identification result with ΔM of -19.07 Da. Fig. (a) illustrates the corresponding library consensus spectrum. It is clear that there is not any noticeable mass shift between the two peak lists. Most of intensive peaks are explained with very low m/z errors. 
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